
Regulated by the FCA, Plus500 that offers competitive low fixed spreads, large number of tradable 

instruments, clutter free interface, a user-friendly trading platform, and easy withdrawal of profits, has 

caught the attention of ForexVestor.com’s Stan Stevenson, prompting an investigative review.  

 

“Headquartered in London, United Kingdom, has been trading for a decade. Set up by financial experts 

and trading professionals, this company that focuses specifically on the Forex market has quickly grown 

into one of the biggest and most trusted international brokers around,” reports Stevenson. “Committed 

to international relationships, they have worked hard to solidify their reputation as being one of the 

best around and offer support in 20 different languages. Suitable for anybody, from a beginner to an 

advanced trader, the platform is very easy to understand.” 

Developed in-house, Plus500’s trading platform is available in as a downloadable version, a web-based 

platform, and a mobile trading interface. Unlike those offered by most other brokers, Plus500’s platform 

remains constant in all versions, which makes it possible to switch seamlessly between the platforms 

without having to regroup. This Forex trading platform provides all necessary information within one 

screen, so that there is no scrolling required to find necessary information. Four clearly labeled tabs on 

the top display details about past trades and current positions without having to search for it.  

“For those who want to learn how the platform works before spending their own money, Plus500 offers 

a comprehensive free demo account and a £20 starter bonus, for which no deposit is required. 

Furthermore, when you do put down a deposit of your own money, you will be rewarded with an 

additional bonus of up to 30%,” says Stevenson. “Plus500 uses their own trading platform, rather than 

having to rely on Mets Trader 4 like most others. They offer online access, a downloadable program, and 

a mobile app for their customers to trade on.  Each of these work in sync, so you don’t have to indicate 

which platform you are using when you make a trade.” 

“Plus500 Review offers a pretty comprehensive and exotic range of currency pairings. In addition to 

these Forex pairings, it offers an absolutely huge range of CFDs for its customers to trade. With this huge 

range of instruments, a decent list of ETFs, and a growing selection of major commodities, traders are 

certainly spoilt for choice when deciding what to trade. They offer one of the most comprehensive 

websites you will ever come across, including access through 20 different languages. If you need a good 

trading platform, I believe Plus500 is not just good, but actually great. It does offer a comfortable and 

comprehensive trading experience for those who prefer a no-frills trading platform.” 

 

 Those wishing to purchase Plus500, or for more information, click here. 

http://forexvestor.com/go/Plus500/  

To access a comprehensive Plus500 review, visit http://forexvestor.com/plus-500-review  


